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What the fu** 
happened last year?

Was it a dream (or, rather, nightmare)? No, it was real. And, brands from 
all walks of life had to adjust—and will continue to have to be flexible as 
we recover. What we went through impacted consumers the most—from 
what they expect from brands to how they choose to buy from brands. 
Behaviors have changed. Luckily, the Curiosity strategy team has been 
keeping a pulse on the various habits that have come about over the 
course of the pandemic. Some lurking around a bit before pandemic 
and escalated as a result, while some are brand spanking new. In this 
document, we’ll take you along on how CPG brands can adjust accordingly 
to the consumer mindsets.

We’ll look into this rising shift of consumers expecting brands to take a 
meaningful stance on a social cause—and actually making a change. Then, 
we’ll explore how consumers are now connecting with brands using third-
party platforms—being that we had to do everything online. Finally, we’ll 
take a dip into the “convert” stage of the media funnel and emphasize the 
ecommerce boom.

Buckle up, folks, we’re hitting some hot topics. 3

Setting the stage
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Everything 
has a purpose
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Key sh*fts



 

change
We experienced a lot in 2020 - pandemic, political unrest, 
the spread of misinformation, etc. Consumers are craving 
change. We saw people come together, speak out, and 
fight for what they believe in - and they want the brands 
they buy from to do the same.

Consumers expect and want the brands they buy from 
to have a purpose. Value today is not just cost. It’s 
about sharing the same values as your consumers. 
Brands can’t turn a blind eye.

6

“�A�deficit�of�trust�in�news�sources,�governments�and�healthcare�
systems�is�creating�an�opportunity�for�brands�to�step�in.�From�
ingredient�transparency�to�halting�the�spread�of�misinformation,�
companies�are�finding�ways�to�build�and�maintain�trust�with�their�
consumers,�and�this�will�drive�loyalty.”�(WGSN)

“�Businesses�looking�to�grow�their�brand�amid�the�pandemic�
will�need�to�align�with�their�customers’�values�in�ways�that�are�
genuine�and�sustainable.�And�what’s�more�–�consumers�and�
prospective�employees�will�hold�them�accountable�like�never�
before.�Brand�purpose�in�2021�should�ideally�combine�these�
two�initiatives.�Promoting�big-ticket�social�causes�on�the�one�
hand,�and�demonstrating�empathy�in�everyday�interactions�with�
customers�on�the�other.”�(GWI)

mindset
CONSUMER BEHAVIOR

Everything 
has a purpose

Key sh*fts

https://createtomorrowwgsn.com/2110643-wp-the-value-shift/?aliId=eyJpIjoiSjBqcndEdm94bUNYSGFzSiIsInQiOiI1c3ZwZnVSenNvOEhqUkxObmUrd0xBPT0ifQ%253D%253D
https://blog.globalwebindex.com/trends/connecting-the-dots-2021-trends/


 

Changing 
habits
Consumers expect brands to ingrain social 
responsibility into their company ethos.
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According to WGSN, the issues that are top of mind: ethical labor and 
the environment. Consumers place incredible importance on companies 
doing good for their employees—ensuring their working conditions are 
safe, they have generous benefits, etc. And, it’s incredibly important that 
brands give back to the communities around them—especially from an 
environmentally friendly standpoint. It’s no longer a “nice to have”. It’s a 
must-have as we continuously fight the global crisis.

H&M recently announced Game of Thrones star, 
Maisie Williams, will act as their new Sustainability 
Ambassador. She will be aiding in the brand’s mission 
to ensure clothes are reduced, reused, and recycled. 

However, as a brand, you need to own it and act 
on it. There are many claims out there stating that 
what H&M needs is a sustainability expert instead 
of sustainability celebrities. Learning lesson: be sure 
that the person in charge of sustainability has a track 
record in the space.

Native takes an everyday product, like deodorant, and 
allows consumers to be environmentally conscious 
through their Plastic Free packaging option. In 
addition, they participated in 1% for the Planet in 
2020, donating 1% of the sales from the plastic free 
deodorant. Everything the Native products are known 
for—amazing scents, simple ingredients, and odor 
protection—are all accounted for, without the plastic 
you see in the rest of the deodorant aisle.

Examples:
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https://www.vogue.com/article/maisie-williams-hm-global-sustainability-ambassador-interview
https://www.vogue.com/article/maisie-williams-hm-global-sustainability-ambassador-interview
https://www.environmentalleader.com/2021/04/maisie-williams-joins-hm-as-sustainability-ambassador-but-both-face-greenwashing-claims/
https://www.nativecos.com/blogs/news/native-x-1-for-the-planet
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Changing habits

We’ve seen some shit in the last year. And, with that comes the increasing 
mental health crisis our nation faces. Those hit the most: younger 
individuals (ranging in school-aged to young adults). Women also have 
been disproportionately hit as well as they, more often than not, had to 
take on the burden of family care. Regardless, no matter who you are, you 
more than likely faced some real lows and some real highs.

Prior to the pandemic, mental health was discussed, but not at the scale it 
hit today. Brands will need to come to terms with the scale of the problem 
sooner than later if they want to make a difference in mental health.

College students were quick to be blamed for spreading the virus at college campuses. While some 
were guilty, there were some individuals who were so scared to be left alone at school. It’s important 
to be a resource for those heavily disrupted at such a crucial life moment. JanSport came out with 
the back-to-school campaign, #LightenTheLoad, to show their empathy and to recognize what young 
people are going through.

Example:

Supporting those most in need coming 
out of the pandemic.

https://www.jansport.com/discover-jansport/lightentheload.html


 

Transparency is no 
longer a nice-to-have.

Why consumers say transparency from 
brands is more important then every before

58%

45%

44%

40%

36%

33%

Companies are morally obligated

Consumers expect it

Most interactions are digital

Social makes it more important

Social makes it easier to monitor

Employees expect it
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GlobalWebIndex found that 68% of media consumers in the UK and 
US were searching for Coronavirus updates in March of 2020. Not to 
mention, we went through the 2020 election yearning for the truth. This 
isn’t a one time thing, we’ve been rocked and rolled—and consumers need 
to trust the brands they buy from. Not to mention, 48% of consumers, 
according to a Sprout Social survey, expect brands to be transparent.

Social channels started halting misinformation, brands came out with 
stories with ingredient transparency, etc. Companies are continuing 
to explore ways to build and maintain trust with their audience—on a 
mission to create loyalty.

Basd, a bodycare brand, only uses plant-based 
ingredients. From their body lotions that use organic 
oils to their coffee body scrubs that use fair trade 
coffee beans—they mean it when they say they only 
use natural ingredients. On their ingredients page, 
they even define the ingredients that don’t sound as 
natural and explaining that they actually are.

Farmer Focus provides solutions that improve 
accessibility to certified organic and humane, locally 
raised chicken—raised on generational family farms. 
They treat these family farms as partners, and allow 
consumers to trace each pack of chicken back to the 
farm it came from. Through their Farm ID program, 
a consumer can easily find the story of the family, 
heart, and honest work that goes into raising happy, 
healthy birds. For Farmer Focus, organic and humane 
certifications are just the beginning of what makes 
chicken farming better. By allowing the Farmers to 
do what they do best, the birds are raised in the best 
possible ways for them, and for the consumer.

Examples:

Everything 
has a purpose
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Changing habits

https://createtomorrowwgsn.com/2110643-wp-the-value-shift/?aliId=eyJpIjoiSjBqcndEdm94bUNYSGFzSiIsInQiOiI1c3ZwZnVSenNvOEhqUkxObmUrd0xBPT0ifQ%253D%253D
https://sproutsocial.com/insights/data/social-media-connection/
https://basdbodycare.com/pages/nothing-to-hide
https://www.farmerfocus.com/our-values
https://www.farmerfocus.com/farms
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What this
means for CPG:
It’s important that as a brand, you pick a social cause and 
ACTUALLY do stuff to combat it. It’s one thing to say 
you support a mission/cause, but it’s another to actually 
center campaigns around it, to donate money to it, 
or to completely flip your business practices around.

Create content that educates the consumer on what the 
cause you care about is, what the specific initiatives you’re 
doing, and any long-term goals. Places to spread the 
word: website, social, blog content, video, etc. It’s two birds 
with one stone because it also ensures transparency.

Embed it into your brand positioning—it will forever 
then be in your brand’s genes and something you will always 
look to and ladder back up to.

Consider ways to weave in sustainability practices into your 
supply chain.

Everything 
has a purpose

Key sh*fts



 

Connection + trust
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change
Staying isolated for three months at the beginning of 
the pandemic created new, deep-seeded behavior and 
habit changes, increasing our fear/trauma of human 
connections in a traditional way (i.e., in-person events, 
retail, etc.) Government officials and healthcare experts 
have told us not to interact in-person, but now the lines 
are starting to become blurred. We’ve received rules—
for a year now—on how much interaction we can have in-
person, how many people we can see at a time, for how 
long, etc. So, naturally, out of a need to connect, we’ve 
created workarounds to connect with others—whether 
it’s through gaming, Virtual Reality, Tik Tok, etc. Going 
back into the real world is either going to be two things: 
traumatic or a simple shift back into pre-pandemic habits.

As we return back to in-person interaction and finally 
sign-off the 127th Zoom happy hour, consumers 
will be either jumping back into the way things were 
prior to the pandemic or slowly but surely embracing 
the trauma of re-entry. Everyone’s comfort level is 
different—and there will be a need for various solutions 
for consumers to connect—both online and in real life—
with their friends, family, and brands.

12

WGSN�predicted�in�2018�there�will�be�“an�emerging�youth�retail�
strategy�around�‘third�spaces’�(digital�world�where�Gen�Z�can�
shop,�engage�and�play),�and�post-pandemic,�quarantainment�will�
remain�a�new�normal�across�generations.”�(WGSN)

“�The�pandemic�has�opened�our�eyes�to�the�importance�of�home�
as�both�a�shared�experience�(with�everyone�confined�there)�
and�an�individual�one.�Consumers�have�realised�that�a�lot�of�the�
things�they�previously�did�outside�the�home�could�now�be�done�
inside,�from�baking�bread�and�exercising,�to�meeting�with�work�
colleagues�or�dancing�with�friends�on�Zoom.”�-�(WGSN)

mindset
CONSUMER BEHAVIOR

Connection + trustKey sh*fts

https://createtomorrowwgsn.com/2110643-wp-the-value-shift/?aliId=eyJpIjoiSjBqcndEdm94bUNYSGFzSiIsInQiOiI1c3ZwZnVSenNvOEhqUkxObmUrd0xBPT0ifQ%253D%253D
https://createtomorrowwgsn.com/2110643-wp-the-value-shift/?aliId=eyJpIjoiSjBqcndEdm94bUNYSGFzSiIsInQiOiI1c3ZwZnVSenNvOEhqUkxObmUrd0xBPT0ifQ%253D%253D


 

Changing 
habits
Virtual tastings and experiences are still going 
to be a thing.

13

Businesses learned early on that they don’t need to sell their basic 
products to make a profit - they could educate. With the rise of DIY and 
people wanting to try new things, it was many verticals’ time to shine - 
food especially. Because food is centered around building a community, 
many CPG products and restaurants took to online and deliveries to 
create meaningful experiences inside the safety of their own home.

This is happening on the local level outside Curiosity’s front door. David Falk, chef & owner of 
Cincinnati’s Boca, Sotto and Nada, started DOMO, an at-home where families (or just someone who 
wants a lot of food) can take and bake the restaurant’s most popular meals. If you’re a food CPG, you 
can simulate the same experience, but integrate your food into it.

Example:

Connection + trustKey sh*fts

https://www.domoathome.com/about/


Community spaces on the rise with brands using 
TikTok, Clubhouse, and other gaming apps to engage 
with consumers. 

14

Brands are using these virtual spaces to collaborate with celebrities, 
other brands, or influencers to engage with consumers on gaming and 
social apps - by testing out in-game shopping, branded third spaces and 
virtual fashion collections. The rise of the third space is not going away 
and brings a new opportunity for CPG brands to build awareness and to 
eventually convert into sales.

Curiosity recently rolled out a TikTok Pilot Program 
to start testing content in 2-week increments to see 
what content works, gets engagement, and if the 
platform is something the brand should invest in 
moving forward.

Roto-Rooter, a national plumbing brand, has always 
utilized social media to play up it’s humorous tone 
and personality while providing quick, practical tips 
to homeowners. This “life hack” content is perfect 
for newer platforms like TikTok, where the brand can 
entertain and provide value in a way that is seamless 
to the platform. The brand has found having a 
presence on TikTok as an opportunity to engage with 
younger consumers in an organic way. 

Examples:

Connection + trustKey sh*fts

Changing habits



 

Beyond just connecting with others, we learned 
to connect with ourselves.

15

All this time with ourselves opened this concept of “dating ourselves”. 
We treated ourselves with some self-care. According to Pinterest, 
searches for “self-care at-home” increased by 332% in April of 2020. We 
saw brands innovate and try new online experiences to support these 
new service needs.

Skincare brand, Neutrogena, relaunched their app, 
Skin360, which strives to “brings together decades of 
Neutrogena® trusted expertise, innovative skincare 
technology, and personalized recommendations all 
in one place”. Once you use the app to go through 
an intensive skin analysis, Neutrogena gives you an 
8-week trackable skincare routine.

According to our CUR100: Beauty care in the time of 
a pandemic, we found that 24% of consumers saw an 
increase in skincare renewal and 50% decreasing their 
makeup routines. Consumers are looking for new ways 
to bring self-care into their routines - and it’s starting 
with skincare.

Examples:

Connection + trustKey sh*fts

Changing habits

https://www.neutrogena.com/skin360app.html
https://www.neutrogena.com/skin360app.html
https://www.curiosity.fun/thoughts/download-beauty-care-in-the-time-of-a-pandemic
https://www.curiosity.fun/thoughts/download-beauty-care-in-the-time-of-a-pandemic
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What this
means for CPG:
There are memes circulating showing people who are 
now vaccinated and how they have to say no to plans 
again… because we got used to and started to love our 
cozy nests! Some consumers are ready to jump back into 
in-person interactions, while others are just fine logging 
onto their Macbook to engage virtually. It’s important to 
create spaces for both types of interactions.

Try a new channel or a new feature on a channel you already 
exist on. Trying to reach Gen Z? Try a gaming platform like 
Twitch. Trying to reach Millennials? Head to TikTok or Reddit. 
Create content on that platform simply to engage with 
them—to grow brand affinity. 

Curate experiences online that align with your brand OR fit 
the needs of your consumer. We’re heading into a mental 
health crisis, so how can your brand encourage self-care and 
the “treat yo’self” mentality?

Maintain an online community. And, this one is simple. 
Create content that will invite the user to want to comment 
and participate in those conversations.

Connection + trustKey sh*fts



 

Add to cart, please
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change
Our favorite local shops, restaurants, big-chain stores… 
literally everything shut down for months at a time—
with some not surviving the closure. We had to adapt our 
shopping habits and move from an in-store experience 
to an online shopping experience. Pre-pandemic, 
ecommerce was already rising steadily because of 
Amazon and new D2C brands, but during lockdown, 
this accelerated because it was our only option in most 
cases… Not to mention, convenient.

Consumers now expect there to be an online option 
when shopping. Or, would prefer to buy online because 
of the convenience they discovered—especially for 
the not-so-typical habits such as grocery shopping or 
online doctor’s appointments.

18

“�Ecommerce�boomed�as�stay-at-home�orders�were�issued,�and�
the�increased�activity�will�stick.�49%�of�consumers�expect�to�
shop�online�more�frequently,�even�after�the�pandemic.�But�given�
the�context�of�a�virus,�aspects�of�the�expe-�rience�could�become�
stale.�Product�delivery�has�to�be�socially�distanced,�there�is�little�
interaction�with�staff�or�fellow�shoppers�and,�most�of�all,�fewer�
ways�to�distinguish�a�brand.”�(GWI)

mindset
CONSUMER BEHAVIOR

Add to cart, pleaseKey sh*fts

https://blog.globalwebindex.com/trends/connecting-the-dots-2021-trends/


 

Changing 
habits
CPG brands now adopting the DTC method.
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Whether you love your subscription cooking box or the millennial pink 
packaging of your Glossier products, DTC came out strong during the 
pandemic. In 2020, DTC online sales grew to an estimated $17.75 billion 
in the U.S. DTC used to be the disruptor to CPG companies, but now 
we’re seeing CPG brands adopting and embracing the channel strategy. 
Fitness, pets and grocery brands grew the most in the pandemic.

Colgate launched Hum, a new DTC smart toothbrush to attract Millennials. According to 
Marketing Dive, they’re solely using digital platforms to drive e-commerce sales and to directly 
target the Millennial consumer.

Example:

Add to cart, pleaseKey sh*fts

https://explodingtopics.com/blog/cpg-industry-trends
https://hum.colgate.com/
https://www.marketingdive.com/news/colgate-targets-millennials-with-launch-of-dtc-smart-toothbrush/583861/


Omni-channel shopping is here to 
stay—especially growing with grocery chains 
and big department stores.
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As mentioned in “Connection + Trust”, brands will need to offer in-person 
and online methods of buying. We saw consumers increase their cases of 
curbside pickup. And, according to Shopify, 67% of respondents said they 
would likely continue using curbside pickup even after the pandemic. It’s 
predicted that online grocery will become a $100 billion market by 2022.

Walmart added new in-store kiosks because they saw that shopping on your phone isn’t always 
the most convenient experience, but searching in-store isn’t the greatest solve either. The kiosk 
is near customer service and it “allows customers to shop all products on Walmart.com (minus 
Marketplace items), pay how they want—even cash, if they like—and ship it to the store or their 
home. This is a prime example of meeting the consumer halfway—giving them the best of both 
worlds (i.e., online and in-store).

Example:

Add to cart, pleaseKey sh*fts

Changing habits

https://www.shopify.com/retail/omnichannel-trends
https://tinuiti.com/blog/ecommerce/cpg-industry-trends/
https://corporate.walmart.com/newsroom/innovation/20180719/more-than-a-store-the-tech-bringing-you-even-more-items


 

Social media is now a top platform 
to convert users.
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Even prior to the pandemic, social platforms were great places to educate 
and engage with consumers. However, now, they are more likely to 
convert consumers because of their seamless ecommerce technology. 
Consumers can now discover and buy from a brand without ever having 
to leave the app thanks to new technology. According to Influencer, 89% 
of consumers’ common actions when following brands on social are to 
buy from the brand. So, now it’s important to invest more in conversion 
tactics on social media.

Shoppable video is actually the trend to watch. Outdoor Voices, a DTC fitness brand, uses it in the 
example below. On platforms like Facebook and Instagram, you can directly guide the consumer to 
where they can buy the product.

Example:

Add to cart, pleaseKey sh*fts

Changing habits

https://influencermarketinghub.com/social-media-benchmark-report-2021/
https://www.instagram.com/outdoorvoices/
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What this
means for CPG:
The biggest piece of advice we can give you for 
2021 is to ensure you have an in-store and online option. 
Making sure audiences of different comfort levels 
have an option to buy is important. Plus, consumers 
are expecting brands to level-up to today’s ecommerce 
trends.

Test out the shopping tools on Facebook and Instagram. 
see what type of engagement it brings and connect the 
conversations to sales attributions..  

Continue to evolve your online customer journey in-store 
and online. Map out the touchpoints along the way and find 
areas where you can amplify it even more.

But, also be sure to include some personalization. The 
personalization piece engages your audience when your 
product arrives at their house and leaves them coming 
back for more—increasing consumer loyalty.

Add to cart, pleaseKey sh*fts
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A quick note

I’m sure you’re overwhelmed. We are too. A lot of change happened last year and 
doesn’t it feel like things are changing faster than ever? Facebook is always updating 
their algorithm, there’s constantly new TikTok trends, and challenger brands are 
adopting new ecommerce tools that amp up their customer experience. It’s stressful 
to keep up, but if you take these baby steps and most importantly always engage 
and get to know your customers, you’ll be set up for success. At the end of the day, 
we all want to be heard. Yes, the bells and whistles will make a consumer likely buy 
from your brand, but if you are able to develop the “tribe” that are brand loyalists and 
curate a community of like-minded people, you’ll do just fine.

Shit has happened. Consumer mindsets and expectations have changed, but we’ll 
always continue to discover new things, brands. It’s the curiosity in humankind.
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/laurenshacklette/
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/susan-cramer-470b9750/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/marykcarroll/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/taylorkaplan/
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You’re curious about 
us. We’re curious about you. 
Sounds like we have a 
lot in common. Why not start 
the conversation?

Ashley Walters 
Chief Development Officer

(513) 545-1006
ashley@curiosity.fun Curiosity.fun

https://www.curiosity.fun

